Philip K's Puzzle List

Early Rubik Puzzles (late 70's):
  Büvös Kocka, Hungarian Cube in blue cardboard box, Politoys
  Zauberwürfel, German Cube in blue cardboard box, Spielewaren
  Magic Domino
  Rubik's Cheese (from about 1982)

Rubik Puzzles released by Ideal 1980 - 1983:
  Rubik's Cube
  Rubik's Pocket Cube
  Rubik's Revenge
  Rubik's Master Cube (Arxon 1982)
  Rubik's Perpetual Calendar
  Rubik's World
  Rubik's Game (2 - 6 players)
  Rubik's ZigZaw Puzzle
  Rubik's Brain Game (2-player game)
  Rubik's Race (2-player board game)

Other Puzzles released by Ideal:
  Alexander's Star
  Color Match (2 - 6 players)
  Missing Link
  Trillion

Rubik Puzzles released by Matchbox 1986 - 1990:
  Rubik's Magic (link the rings)
  Rubik's Master Magic (unlink the rings)
  Rubik's Magic (create the cube)
  Rubik's Magic Picture Game (monster sports)
  Rubik's Magic, Malev Airlines Mini Version (4 tiles)
  Rubik's Magic, Merit Cigarettes adv. (4 tiles)
  Rubik's Magic Strategy Game (2-player board game)
  Rubik's Clock
  Rubik's Dice
  Rubik's Fifteen
  Rubik's Illusion (2-player board game)
  Rubik's Tangle
  Rubik's Triamid
Rubik Puzzles released by Hasbro/Parker 1993:
Rubik's Maze
Rubik's Mini Cube, w/Power Rangers
Rubik's Rabbits

Rubik Puzzles released by Oddzon/Hasbro 1995 - 2000:
Rubik's Bart Simpson Cube
Rubik's Darth Maul Cube
Rubik's Bricks
Rubik's Double Tangram
Rubik's Eclipse (2-player board game)
Rubik's Games (cd-rom)
Rubik's Harry Potter Cube
Rubik's Harry Potter Magic
Rubik's Harry Potter Cube
Rubik's Hello Kitty Cube
Rubik's Infinity (2-player game)
Rubik's Revenge (Re-issue)
Rubik's Rings
Rubik's Shells
Rubik's Snake
Rubik's Snake Construction Set
Rubik's Star Wars Cube, 6 different, Kellogs Canada
Rubik's Magic
Rubik's Mini Cube
Rubik's Tangle

Rubik Jigsaw Puzzles:
Cube Twister, by Games People Play 1982 (500 pcs)
Rubik's Magic Jigsaw Puzzle, by Milton Bradley 1986 (300 pcs)
Rubik's Royal Brain Teaser, by Hallmark/Springbook 1991 (440 pcs)

Other Hungarian Puzzles:
Dogic (standard, 12 colours)
Dogic 2 (rare, 10 colours)
Equator, Globe
Equator, 4 colours
Magic Cross
Magic Dodecahedron/Supernova
Olympics 1996 Puzzle
Polygok
Vadasz Cube, 2x2x2 Starter, Solid
Vadasz Cube, 3x3x3 Classic, Multi
Vadasz Cube, 4x4x4 Ultimate, Solid
Tower Of Babylon
Meffert Puzzles 1981 - 2000:
  5x5x5 Cube
  Assembly Cube, 3-color
  Assembly Cube, 6-color
  Fifa '98 Ball
  Impossiball, original
  Impossiball, reissue
  Lion King Ball, 3 different
  Meffert's Challenge
  Megaminx, original Tomy
  Megaminx, reissue
  Mickey's Challenge
  Orbix, light puzzle
  Pyraminx
  Pyramorphix
  Skewb
  Soccer Ball
  Sonic's Puzzle Ball
  Tetraminx
  Tile Edition 5x5x5 Cube
  Tile Edition Master Cube
  Tile Edition Octahedron

Other Cubes:
  Chex Cube
  Cuboctahedron
  Dino Cube
  French Calendar Cube, by Arxon, 1982
  Magic Cushion
  Magic Octagon
  Octacube, colour alignment
  Old Brand Magic Cube, w/ tiles
  Old Brand Magic Mini Cube, w/ tiles
  Old Brand Magic Octagon, w/ tiles
  Old Brand Magic Cube 90mm, w/ tiles
  Polish Cube, w/all red squares
  Rainbow Cube
  Royal Wedding Cube
  Square-1
Other Magic Polyhedra:
  Bandelow's Jewel
  Circus Puzzle Ball
  Disney Mickey Head Puzzle
  Disney Donald Head Puzzle
  Figurenmatch Puzzle, East Germany 1982
  Hockey Puck, Canadian
  Hockey Puck, Hockey Player
  Hockey Puck, I.Q. 139
  Hockey Puck, numbers
  Globe on Stand, 3x3x3 mechanism
  Mach Ball, Baseball
  Mach Ball, Globe
  Mach Ball, Zodiac
  Magic Octahedron
  Masterball, Black & White
  Masterball, Rainbow
  Masterball, U.S.A.
  Masterball, World Wildlife Foundation
  Moebius
  Okki, East Germany 1982
  Smart Alex
  Stella Octangula/Stern Puzzle, East Germany 1982
  Superman/Wonderwoman 2x3x3 puzzle
  Thomas Ball, 12 colour
  Thomas Ball, Czech National Football Team
  Trickhaus, East Germany 1982
  Tricky Disky

Cube Transformations:
  Fisher's 3x3x4 Cube
  Fisher's Combined Cube/Octahedron
  Fisher's Dodecahedron
  Fisher's Golden Cube
  Fisher's Icosahedron,
  Fisher's Mini Octahedron,
  Fisher's Octahedron,
  Fisher's Rhombic Dodecahedron,
  Fisher's Tetrahedron,
  2x2x4 Cube, made by Greg Stevens
  Off-Center Cube, made by Greg Stevens
  Hooked On The Cube, made by Yee Dian Lee
Sliding Puzzles:
Aeroflot Time Puzzle
Astrolabacus
BloxBox, by Piet Hein
BrainBall
Catch The Birds Puzzle
Cromo-6, alphabet
Double Ring Puzzle (Hungarian Rings knock-off)
Inversion
Line Up The Quinties, 1934 game
Magic Square, by Braintrust
Ma's Puzzle
Move The Mountain (= "Dad's Puzzler")
Mozaiika, quad offset
Mystic I.Q.Ball, numbers
Nordic Slide Puzzle (2-sided)
Orbik, 1992 Edward Hordern Exchange
Orb-it, by Pentangle
Raba's Rotoscope, by Pentangle
Rashkey 1
Rashkey 2
Rashkey 3
Rate Your Mind Pal
Roundy, 3-wing
Roundy, 4-wing
Row by Row, by Tomy
Russian Clock Puzzle
Sam Loyd's 15 Puzzle
Saturn Brain Killer
Saturn, by MagNif
Slide Puzzle John 8:22
Solo-skak (= "Eureka" type 4)
Ten Billion Barrel, by Nintendo
The Flying Puzzle
Tsukuda's Square, red tiles
Tsukuda's Square, blue tiles
U.F.O Puzzle, Gerdig
UriBlock
Varikon Box 3x3x3
Varikon Tower, 4 layer
Varikon Tower, 5 layer
Whippit
Whippit, w/ pencil sharpener
Wooden Twister
I.P.P. Puzzles:
  Burred Box, by Nanco Bordewijk, 2000
  Intersection, by Theo Geerinck, 1999
  Murr Menagerie, by William Waite 2000
  NeverEndingCubes, W.Schneider, 1997
  Puzzle Q, by Naoaki Takashima 1996
  Star Octagon, by Theo Geerinck, 1997
  TriSquare, by Theo Geerinck, 2000

Block filling Puzzles:
  3-layer Pentominoes, by Bernhard Schweizer
  3-Piece Pyramid, by Steward Coffin
  Brunnenspiel, by Marcus Goetz
  Cube 216, a.k.a. Gemini
  F-Pentominoe Puzzle, 25 pieces
  Hara’s Sheared Cube, by Yoshikatsu Hara
  Iqube
  Metropolis, By DaMert
  Sneaky Squares, by Bill Cutler
  Yasumi, Japanese Pentominoe Puzzle

Binary Arts Puzzles:
  Bob's Billard Ball Puzzle
  GeoLoop
  Hexadecimal
  Impossible 4 Cube
  Impossible 4-piece jigsaw
  Hoppers
  Lunar Lockout
  Metro
  Port 2 Port
  River Crossing
  Rush Hour
  Rush Hour 2, Card Set
  Rush Hour 3, Card Set
  Rush Hour 4, Card Set
  Railroad Rush Hour
  Spin Out
  Stormy Seas
  Stormy Seas 2
  Top Spin
  Turnstile
Keychain Puzzles:
  Cube Chain
  Fifa '98 Ball
  Lights Out
  Magic Octogon
  Meffert’s Challenge
  Missing Link
  Nude Cube
  Pyramorphix
  Rubik's Cube, several sizes
  Skewb
  Ten Billion Barrel
  Tower Of Babylon
  Whippit

Polyform Puzzles:
  Broken Heart, by William Waite
  Kitchen Floor Puzzle, by William Waite

Miscellaneous Puzzles:
  3rd Dimension One, by MagNif
  9 rotating Disks Puzzle (Rotascope)
  A-Maze-Ing a.k.a. Marble Maze, by Milton Bradley
  BrainDrain
  Circus Seven
  Cylinder Puzzle, interlocking. By Tobar Ltd.
  Doolorinth (Yellow,Orange,Red,Green,Black)
  Eternity, June 1999
  Force Field, magnetic cube puzzle
  Gripple
  Heartache Marble Game, 1971 Kohner Bros inc.
  Heineken Folding Puzzle
  Kaleidoscope
  Kaos
  Labyrinth
  Lights Out
  Lights Out Cube
  Logiquubes
  Lumination light puzzle
  Octagonal Burr, clear plastic, 6 pcs
  Oscar's Cube Maze
  Pujakki, disentanglement (from Finland)
  Pyram Puzzle, by Enpros Novelty
  Pyrix Puzzle, by Enpros Novelty
  Pyros Puzzle, by Enpros Novelty
  The Brain, by MagNif
Transogram
T-time Puzzle, by Troika
Wisdom Ball
Yoshi's Shinsey Magic
Yoshimoto Flower Cube
Yoshimoto Cubes #1, #2, #3 Collectors edition
Zome Puzzle, by William Waite
Records:

Marco Van Eekelen - How To Solve The Cube Puzzle (ca. 1982
Gateway Records GSLP-4506)
Twist In The Middle, 45 rpm

Books about Rubik-type Puzzles:

Bandelow, Chr. - Inside Rubik's Cube And Beyond, 1982 Birkhäuser
Bandelow, Chr. - Das Geheimnis Der Magischen Ringe, 1987 Falken
Bandelow, Chr. - Mickey's Challenge, 1993 Disney
Botermans/Van Delft - Denkspiele Der Welt, 1990
Lavery, Angus - Rubik's Clock, 1988 Heyne
Nourse, James - Simple Solution To Rubik's Cube, 1981 Bantam
Nourse, James - Simple Solution To Rubik's Magic, 1986 Bantam
Rubik's Cubic Compendium, 1987 Oxford University Press
Rubik's Puzzles, 1999 Carlton
Singmaster/Frey - Handbook Of Cubic Math, 1982 Enslow
Slocum/Botermans - New Book of Puzzles, 1992 Freeman
Slocum/Botermans - Puzzles Old & New, 1987 Washington
Snyder, Richard - Turn to Square-1, 1993 Snyder
Trajber, Josef - Der Würfel, 1981 Falken
Trajber, Josef - Der Würfel Für Fortgeschrittene, 1981 Falken
Werneck, Tom - Zauberpyramide, 1981 Heyne
Werneck, Tom - Der Zauberwürfel, 1981 Heyne
Werneck, Tom - Der Zauberwürfel Für Könner, 1982 Heyne

Wants:

Arancia Meccanica
Betchacan't, by Tandem Toys
Diamond Cube
Dino Cube w/ solid colors
Jugo Flower
Panex
Swarowski Cube
Trajber's Octahedron
Tsukuda's Square w/ numbers
Varikon Box 2x2x2